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An Education Plan for the Highland Community School Forest!
The Highland School District aspires to be a challenging and exciting school district in which
students achieve personal responsibility, social maturity, and academic success.!

RATIONALE!
Value statement!
The Highland Community School forest, along with the school’s prairie, wetland, and native
gardens, are invaluable outdoor educational resources providing a setting for natural exploration,
inquiry, and discovery. Highland students develop and strengthen a sense of place as they work
to restore the school forest and learn about their community’s mining and agricultural history
when studying the land history. Fostering a strong environmental literacy and land stewardship
ethic is a goal of the Highland School District. Hands-on outdoor educational opportunities in the
school forest with an educator, such as the Wisconsin Green School Network (WGSN) Fostering
Inquiry and Engaging Learners through Discovery (FIELD) educators and Highland teachers,
benefits our students. Researchers in Wisconsin have found that use of an outdoor education
forest site has a significant positive effect on environmental attitudes (Hoegger & Tellstrom,
1993), while place-based learning has been linked to improvements in environmental quality
(Johnson, Duffin & Murphy, 2012).!
In addition to educating our students on land stewardship, Highland strives to provide our
students with quality educational opportunities through which they can thrive as individuals and
as community members. Integrating environmental education throughout core subject areas has
been shown to improve student achievement, behavior, engagement, and enthusiasm for learning
(Lieberman & Hoody, 1998, SEER, 2005). Through forest-based education our students learn
how to safely interact with the natural environment, a preparedness and awareness skill that is
valuable in professional and recreational settings, for community building, and for restoring
environmental quality. !
“We abuse land because we see it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to
which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.” !
― Aldo Leopold!

Target messages!
1. Nature, our economy, and our society are interconnected and dependant upon one
another. Human health - mental, physical, and emotional - is dependant upon
environmental health.
2. We can be stewards of the land who sustainably manage and preserve the natural
environment.
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3. Human and natural communities together make up one’s place. A strong sense of place
fosters positive environmental attitudes.
4. We learn through exploration, inquiry, and investigation of our natural surroundings.
5. Knowledge and understanding on how ecosystems function and how to interact safely
with nature is important.
6. Nature holds intrinsic value and provides a peaceful space for relaxation and reflection.
!
!

Needs assessment results!
!

A School Forest Needs survey was sent out to Highland staff twice, once in the summer and once
in the fall of 2014, to better understand how staff utilize the school forest with their students,
what issues may prevent them from using the forest for education, and what supplies, facilities
and professional development is needed so that Highland may improve forest education. The
survey helped the forest education plan committee identify common staff concerns and key areas
for improvement that have been incorporated into the short and long-term goals for the school
forest.!
We were happy to learn that everyone who completed the survey knew that Highland had a
school forest, as the forest is conveniently located within 500 feet of the school building. Exactly
87% of the survey respondents have taken students to the school forest and the same percentage
plan to use the school forest in the coming school year. Two respondents stated they did not plan
to take students to the forest, one was not a teacher and the other felt it was not relevant to their
subject area. !
The majority of the forest-based lessons take place during the FIELD Biology (middle school &
high school) and Outdoor Science (elementary) classes that are planned and led by a WGSN
FIELD Educator. Some teachers do take their students to the forest outside of FIELD Biology,
often as a physical break where they walk the trails before returning inside. Other teachers
mentioned the potential to use the forest for math or vocabulary lessons, but that they wanted
help and ideas on lessons.!
Access and comfort in the forest has been an issue in the past. 47% of those surveyed said they
have encountered problems when using the school forest. 67% of teachers wanted help
developing lessons. Staff overwhelming identified “Content (background info on forests,
wildlife, soils, water, etc.)” as a professional development opportunity that would be valuable.
Tree identification, wildflower identification, insects, animal tracking and geology were the top
listed topics.!
!
!
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Four key issues were identified through the survey:!
1. Invasive understory plants cause problems when trying to safely & comfortably utilize
the forest.
2. Wheelchair access is limited and the trails are not all accessible by wheelchair.
3. Staff would like more content related professional development and help developing
lesson ideas for the school forest to use outside of WGSN FIELD Education time.
4. Better access to health & safety equipment for students and staff is needed.
!

Solutions to these key issues are included in the Sustaining the School Forest section of this
document.!
!
!

!
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SITE DESCRIPTION AND OPPORTUNITIES!
Location!
Iowa County, City of Highland T7N-R1E, pt of SWNE, Section 28. The Highland Community
School Forest is a 3.32 acre woodlot located on the north end of the schoolyard beyond the
athletic fields. The main entrance to the forest can be accessed by crossing the football field and
entering at the opening in the split-rail fence on the southeast corner of the forest. Vehicle access
to the forest by a rough grass road is located on the western side of the forest near the edge of the
baseball fields. Currently hiking trails do not connect to the vehicle access road.!

!
Figure 1. Highland School Forest Aerial Image and Site Map. Objects on map are not to scale. Created by
T.Johnson, WGSN FIELD Educator 2014!

Description!
Italicized sections are from the Highland School Forest Stewardship Plan, see Appendix A. !
The Highland School Forest is located just north of the school and within easy walking distance
of the school. It appears the past use included mining activity, possibly pasturing, and
agriculture with limited forest management. The past use has led to an area dominated by
boxelder, elm, cottonwood, black cherry, and some invasive plants with common annual weeds
observed in areas with agriculture. The soils are capable of growing high quality trees.!
The forest is divided into two cover types. Two acres of the School Forest are classified as
Central Hardwoods 15+3/Upland Brush. The Central Hardwoods area is primarily being used
5!
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by staff and students when they are learning in the forest. A small portion of the Central
Hardwoods located west of the vehicle access road has not been utilized because of a
misunderstanding over property boundaries with a neighboring farmer. This section of the forest
was in personal use by the farmer.!
This [Central Hardwoods] area is dominated by central hardwood tree species that seeded after
disturbance. Tree species present include hackberry, box elder, elm, mulberry, cottonwood, and
black cherry. In the spring of 2014 students planted 100 of each of the following tree species in
the forest: bur oak, balsam fir, and black cherry. There were few native woodland plants
observed including Solomon’s Seal and Hairy Sweet Cicely. In order to increase the biodiversity
of native woodland plants students planted a 20 square foot area with trillium, bloodroot, and
wild ginger in the spring of 2014. There are also areas of burdock and other annual weeds that
the school is working on controlling. The soils are mapped as Dodgeville silt loam.!
The second cover type is Grass & Field and comprises 1 acre of the forest. This area is a mosaic
of agricultural fields (currently being farmed by a neighboring farmer), lawn, and open space that
is a transition zone from the school lawn to the forest edge. A small portion of the Grass & Field
is currently being utilized by the Highland Community School District for educational purposes.
The balance of the [Grass & Field] area is open space that was farmed in the past or is adjacent
to the school grounds. The soils in this area are classified as Dodgeville silt loam.!

Site History!
The historical land use of the Highland School Forest
has been extensively researched by the middle school
students at Highland Community School. The site has
been used in the past for mining, pasturing and
agricultural crop production. Evidence of these
activities has been uncovered as students explore and
restore the forest. An abandoned lead mine and tailing
piles are located throughout the woods and barbed
wire fence indicates animals once grazed the land.
Agricultural crop production has and is currently still occurring on a portion of the land. !
In the 2011-2012 school year, students expressed an interest in cleaning up the forest and
transforming it into a more usable space. Students pulled rolls of wire, metal debris, and fallen
timber from the woods, they installed bluebird houses, and made attempts to remove invasive
species all under the guidance of WGSN FIELD educators and Highland staff. Students were
able to begin using the site for environmental education purposes by conducting forest surveys,
insect pit-fall trap experiments, learning survival skills and more. Students took ownership of
“our woods” through this process and are invested in improving this site for educational
purposes. Our woods became a registered school forest in 2012.!
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Through a Wisconsin Environmental Education Board Grant, students continued the Forest
Revitalization Project in the 2012-2014 school years. The abandoned mine shaft was filled to
improve safety and a network of looping trails were built allowing easier access to the forest. A
storage shed, fire ring learning station, and benches were installed in the forest for more
convenient learning experiences. A split-rail fence was built near the entrance of the forest
welcoming and leading visitors to the start of the wooded trails. In honor of Earth Week 2014
students planted over 300 native trees (donated by the DNR nursery in Boscobel) and manually
removed invasive species.!
Despite the work that has been done over the last few years, the invasion of the woods by giant
ragweed (Ambrosia trifida) and burdock (Articum sp.) continues to make it difficult to access for
students during the growing season. Wild parsnip has recently appeared in our school forest as
well. Students return each school year to more cleanup work as they find the forest they lovingly
cared for in the spring engulfed by invasive weeds come fall. While the work continues, so does
the students motivation to improve this site.!

Site Management!
The forest is to be managed for educational purposes and Highland students visit the school
forest for FIELD Biology at least once a month throughout the school year. Its proximity to the
school makes it very useful as an outdoor classroom area. Highland Community School
continues to make improvements to the area and has long-term plans to reduce the number of
invasive plant species and increase the diversity of life within the forest. Highland students
and staff would like to begin utilizing more areas of the property for educational purposes that
were previously in use by neighbors and would work to restore these areas from farmland to
native habitat of plant species.!
A plan for invasive species control is needed. Students mechanically remove invasive plants
each year. Staff plan to work with Vegetation Solutions to discuss the cost and feasibility of
contracting the company to use livestock animals as a non-chemical method for removing
undesirable plants. Volunteers in the area and Pesticide Applicator Certified (PAC) WGSN
FIELD Educators have offered to spray the forest invasive species with pesticides if the school
decides to pursue chemical control.!
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The Central Hardwood forest does not lend well to active forest management due to its size,
proximity to the school and species mix. Jason Sable, DNR forester, has recommended
conducting limited harvests to be used as part of school projects and to slowly remove box elder.
As a great learning opportunity, a portable saw mill could be brought in and students could
observe trees being processed, dried and use for lumber. Transitioning the area from box
elder (Acer negundo) to more desirable and diverse set of tree species will enhance education in
the forest. A few trees should be selected for cutting each fall and stumps should be treated so
that they do not resprout. Native hardwood
trees can be replanted in open areas:!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Red oak Quercus rubra!
White oak Quercus alba!
Bur oak Quercus macrocarpa!
Black walnut Juglans nigra!
Sugar maple Acer saccharum!
Black cherry Prunus serotina!
White pine Pinus strobus!
White spruce Picea glauca!
Shagbark hickory Carya ovata!

!

Goals of Forest Management:!
!

1. Transitioning the forest canopy from dominant box elder to a diverse mixture of native
tree species to increase educational opportunities and improve forest health.
2. Reducing the number of invasive understory herbs and replacing them with a diverse
mixture of native woodland and prairie plants.
3. Improving the central hardwoods and grass & field habitats to increase educational use
of the forest and improve the habitat for living creatures.
!

!
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EDUCATIONAL CONNECTIONS!
Key concepts/Educational Goals!
1. Living organisms and nonliving entities interact and depend on one another in nature.!
2. Energy and matter cycle within an ecosystem. !
3. Forest management is an important career opportunity that we rely upon for
economically valuable goods.!
4. We can interact safely in nature with respect and appreciation for natural areas.!
5. Outdoor spaces are a place for observation, learning, and reflection.!
6. Trees, forests, and forest ecosystems are made up of parts that are unique to forests and
define them.!

Forest and Classroom Curriculum Connections!
Highland Community Elementary School students are provided forest education during their
Outdoor Science class led by a WGSN FIELD Educator. Each grade meets with a FIELD
educator for a 30-60 minute Outdoor Science class once a week during the school year. The
majority of Outdoor Science classes are taught outside and include subjects and projects beyond
what is in the table below. Elementary forest curriculum is designed to be a taught on 2-3 year
rotating cycles.!
Highland Community Middle School students receive forest education during their weekly 3
hour long FIELD Biology class taught by a WGSN FIELD Educator. FIELD Biology class
consists of a combination of indoor and outdoor time, which predominantly includes projectbased learning. Middle school forest curriculum in the table below is organized so that learning
objectives are consistent year to year while the activities revolve on a three-year rotation.!
Highland Community High School students receive forest education through the elective classes
Wildlife and Natural Resource Management and Environmental Science. Learning objectives for
the Wildlife and Natural Resource Management class are contained in the table below.!
Grade
Level!

Content
Area!

Key
Concept!

Learning Objectives!

4K-1st
Grade!

Science!

1, 5, 6!

Year 1 Rotation-Trees!

!

!

Activities!

What makes a tree a
tree?* Differences and
1. Recognize that trees live for
similarities between
more than one growing season.! trees and other object.!

WI State Standard!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4!
B4.4 B4.5 B4.6 B.48!

2. Label the parts of a tree
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(trunk, crown, roots).!

!

3. Recall that trees need
nutrients, sunlight, space, air
and water.!
4K-1st
Grade!

!

Art!

1, 5, 6!

LA!
Science!

!

Art!

Parts of a tree with
costuming !

1. Recognize that trees live for
more than one growing season.! PLT PreK-8 Activity
62-To Be a Tree!
2. Label the parts of a tree
(trunk, crown, roots).!
LEAF K-1 Lesson 1
Tree Hardware!
3. Recall that trees need
nutrients, sunlight, space, air
LEAF 2-3 Lesson 1 To
and water.!
Be a Tree!

!

4K-1st
Grade!

Year 1 Rotation-Trees!

2, 5, 6!

Math!

4. Draw the tree life stages.!

!

Year 1 Rotation-Trees!

Colors in nature*
(done seasonally)!

1. Identify natural and
unnatural (man-made)
materials outside.!

Science!

Science!

4, 5!

Year 1 Rotation-Trees!
1. Describe their five senses
and how they use each to sense
different components of the
forest!

!

A.4.1, A.4.6!
LA Standards !
A4.1, A4.2, B4.1, D4.2!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.2!

Art Standards !
A. 4.1, A.4.6!
Math Standards!
4.NF.C.6!

2. Compare color abundance
in nature and understand why
some are more prevalent than
others.!

4K-1st
Grade!

Art Standards!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.12!
Sensing the forest*
Using five senses!
LEAF K-1 Field
Enhancement 2 Sensing the Forest!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.4 B4.6!

2. Understand that human rely
on sight while other animals
rely on other senses!
4K-1st
Grade!

!

Science!

1, 5!

Year 2 Rotation-Forest!
1. Distinguish between living
and nonliving!

It’s Alive Outside!*
Living/nonliving!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.4 B4.5 B4.6 B4.8!

2. Understand what is
expected during field days!
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!
4K-1st
Grade!

Science!

1, 2, 5, 6!

!

4K-1st
Grade!

Science,!

3, 5, 6!

SS!

Year 2 Rotation-Forest!

Forest layers*!

Science Standards!

1. Identify the five layers in a
forest!

LEAF 2-3 Lesson 2What Makes a Forest?!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.8 B4.4!

2. Understand the components
of each layer!

LEAF 2-3 Forest
Enhancement 2Observing Forest
Interactions!

Year 2 Rotation-Forest!

What comes from a
forest?!

1. Understand that the life
cycle of a tree and the different
interactions that take place in
each of these life stages. !

!

2. Understand that forest is
not simply adult trees but many
organisms at different stages in
their lives that all depend on
one another to survive.!

!
LEAF K-1 Lesson 3-My
Favorite Forest Use!

!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.3 B4.8!
B4.1 B4.7 B4.11!
SS Standards!
D.4.3, D.4.5!

3. Investigate the everyday
materials that have their
beginning in the forest.!
4K-1st
Grade!

Science,!

3, 5, 6!

SS!

Year 2 Rotation-Forest!
1. Humans depend on forests
for products and!

!

services that they use every
day.!

What comes from a
tree?!
PLT K-8 Activity 13We All Need Trees!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.7 B4.3 B4.8!
B4.11!
SS Standards!
D.4.3, D.4.5!

4K-1st
Grade!

!

LA!

1, 4, 5, 6!

Science!

Year 3 Rotation- Survival
Needs!

Animal homes hike*!

A 4.1, A4.3, A4.4 B4.1
F4.1 !

1. List the four things animals
need (food, shelter, water,
space)!

!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.6 B4.4 !

2. Understand that animals
have different homes!
4K-1st
Grade!

Science,!
SS!

1, 2, 4, 5!

Year 3 Rotation- Survival
Needs!

LA Standards !

Building animal
home*!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4

1. Match native animals and
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4K-1st
Grade!

Science!

1, 2, 5, 6!

!

their homes!

B4.6 B4.5 B4.4!

2. Understand that each
animal home fits the behaviors
of the animal that lives in it!

SS Standards!

Year 3 Rotation- Survival
Needs!
1. Understand that plants need
water, light, (soil) nutrients,
and space to survive.!

A.4.4!
What does a plant
need to survive?
Phototropism
experiment!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.7 B4.4!

!
PLT PreK-8 Activity
41-How Plants Grow!

4K-1st
Grade!

Science!

1, 2, 5, 6!

!

Year 3 Rotation- Survival
Needs!

What does a animal
need to survive? !

1. Understand that animals
need food, water, shelter,
space, and air to survive.!

LEAF K-1 Lesson 5Animals Need Forests
Too!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.6 B4.4!

!
!

!

!

!

!

2-3rd
Grade!

Science!

2, 5, 6!

Rotation 1: Cycles and Patterns! Living the Life of a
Tree* Tree life cycle!
1. Understand the life cycle of
a tree and the different
interactions that take place in
each of these life stages!

!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.7 B4.1 B4.3 B4.4
B4.5 B4.11 B4.12!

2. Understand that forest is
not simply adult trees but many
organisms at different stages in
their lives that all depend on
one another to survive.!
2-3rd
Grade!

LA!
Science!

1, 2, 5, 6!

Rotation 1: Cycles and Patterns! Napping Trees!

LA Standards!

1. Understand that trees go
dormant in the winter.!

A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.1,
D4.2, F4.1!

2. Deciduous trees lose their
leaves during dormancy while
coniferous trees do not.!

Science Standards!
A4.1, A4.3, A4.5, B4.1,
C4.1, C4.2, C4.3, C4.5,
C4.6,, C4.7, C4.8, D4.4,
D4.5, F4.1, F4.2, F4.3!
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2-3rd
Grade!

Art!

2, 4, 5, 6!

Science!
SS!

Rotation 1: Cycles and Patterns! Patterns in nature!

Art Standards!

1. Patterns are repeating
sequences of the same design.!

A.4.1, A.4.3, A.4.6!
Science Standards!

2. Patterns exist in nature.!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.2 B4.3 B4.4
B4.5 B4.6 B4.7!

3. The same pattern can exist
in many living and non-living
natural things!

SS Standards!
A.4.6, A.4.8!

2-3rd
Grade!

LA!

4, 5, 6!

Science!

Rotation 2: Adaptation and
Survival!
1. Understand animals’ two
goal in life (survive and
reproduce) and how
camouflage is connected !

Camouflage Fun*
Camouflage hide and
seek!

LA Standards !
A4.1, A4.2, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.5 B4.6 B4.4!

2. Explain camouflage and why
animals are camouflaged !
3. Understand that some
animals are colorblind!
2-3rd
Grade!

LA!

2, 4, 5, 6!

Science!

Rotation 2: Adaptation and
Survival!

Seed scavenger hunt*!

A4.1, A4.3, A4.4, B4.1,
D4.2, F4.1!

1. Identify different seed types !

Science Standards!

2. Explain what adaptations
that seed has to successfully
germinate!
2-3rd
Grade!

LA!

1, 2, 5, 6!

Science!

Rotation 2: Adaptation and
Survival!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.5 B4.4 B4.6!
What’s alive in winter,
Animal tracking!

1. Recognize that all living
things go through a life cycle. !

LA!
Science!

4, 5, 6!

Rotation 2: Adaptation and
Survival!

LA Standards !
A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!
Science Standards!

2. Understand that the shape
and form of plants and animals
differs depending on which
stage of the life cycle it is in.!
2-3rd
Grade!

LA Standards !

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.6!

Food Web Activity*!

LA Standards!
A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,

1. Understand that all
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organisms in an ecosystem
depend on one another to
survive.!

F4.1!

2. Understand that survival
includes predator/prey
interactions.!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.2 B4.6 B4.8 B4.4!

Science Standards!

3. Realize that when one part
of the web is disturbed, the
entire web is compromised and
thus weaker.!
2-3rd
Grade!

LA!
Science!

1, 3, 4,
5, 6!

Rotation 2: Adaptation and
Survival!

Feed the birds*!

LA Standards!
A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!

1. Understand that not all
birds migrate!

Science Standards!

2. Understand that food
availability is limited in winter!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.6!

3. People can help wildlife
through simple steps!

!

!

!

!

!

!

4-5th
Grade!

LA!

2, 3, 6!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Digging up our state’s
forest history!

LA Standards!

1. Learn what forest were like
before settlement.!

LEAF 4: Lesson 1Native Americans and
the Forest!

Science
SS!

2. Learn the importance of
forests to early settlers!

!
LEAF 4: Lesson 2Forest Built our State !

A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.8 B4.9 B4.5 B4.4
B4.11!
SS Standards!
A.4.2, A.4.4, A.4.8, B.4.1,!

!
4-5th
Grade!

LA!
Science!
SS!

1, 3, 6!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Digging up our forest’s
history: mining!

1. Make hypotheses about a
forest’s history by investigation
clues!

LEAF 4: Field
Enhancement 1 Unlocking a Forest’s
Past!

2. Describe the human impact

LA Standards!
A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
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on a forest.!

B4.8 B4.9 B4.5 B4.4
B4.11!

!
SS Standards!
A.4.2, A.4.4, A.4.8, B.4.1,
B.4.8!
4-5th
Grade!

Science!

4-5th
Grade!

Science!

4-5th
Grade!

Math!

4, 5!

4, 5!

3, 4, 5, 6!

Science!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Blind tree ID!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Interviewing an
Elderly Tree!

Science Standards!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Growing Trees*!

Math Standards!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.4 B4.6 B4.8 B4.12!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.6 B4.3
B4.5 B4.7 B4.9 B4.11!

2. Find the average growth
rate for a species within the
school forest through bud scale
scar measurements!

SS Standards!
A.4.4!

3. Estimate the age of a tree
using two methods; growth
factors and whorls.!
4-5th
Grade!

Science!

1, 2, 4!

!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

Planting a Tree in the
School Forest!

1. Explain how to match a tree
to the right planting site.!

LEAF 4: Forest
Enhancement 3- Caring
for the Future of Forests!

2. Know how to plant a tree!

A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.4 B4.6 B4.8 B4.12!

4.MD.A.1, 4.OA.C.5!

1. Understand the ways in
which a tree grows and what
affects those growth rates. !

SS!

Science Standards!

Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.5 B4.7 B4.6 B4.9
B4.11!

3. List what a tree needs to
grow.!
4-5th
Grade!

LA!
Math!
Science!

3, 6!

Rotation 1: Wisconsin Forest
History!

History of logging and
lumberjacks!
LEAF 4 Lesson 3Helped Wanted-

LA Standards !
A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, D4.2,
F4.1!
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!
SS!

Lumberjacks!

Math Standards!
4.NBT.A.3!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.5 B4.7 B4.6 B4.9
B4.11!
SS Standards!
A.4.4, A.4.8, B.4.1, B.4.3,
B.4.7, D4.2, D.4.7, F4.1!

!
4-5th
Grade!

Math!
Science!

2, 3, 4,
5, 6!

Rotation 2: Invasive Species
and Ecosystems!
1. Become familiar with plants
of weedy areas.!
2. Understand that many of the
plants found in weedy areas
are non-native species.!

Invasive vs Exotic!

Math Standards!

DNR Invaders of the
Forest - Wildflower,
Weed, or Botanical
Bully?!

4.NF.A.1, 4.NF.A.2,
4.OA.C5!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.5 B4.6
B4.11 B4.12!

3. Identify one plant and
determine its ecological status.!
4-5th
Grade!

Math!
Science!

2, 3, 4,
5, 6!

Rotation 2: Invasive Species
and Ecosystems!

Garlic Mustard
Invasion!

1. Describe the differences
between an area invaded by
garlic mustard and an area
that is free of garlic mustard.!

DNR Invaders of the
Forest!

LA!
Math!
Science!

1, 2, 4,
5, 6!

Rotation 2: Invasive Species
and Ecosystems!
1. Identify the changes that
occur when earthworms invade
a forest ecosystem.!
2. Extract, count, and identify
the earthworms in a sample

4.NF.A.1, 4.NF.A.2,
4.OA.C5!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
B4.1 B4.4 B4.5 B4.6
B4.11 B4.12!

2. Observe how invasive plants
affect forest plants and
animals.!
4-5th
Grade!

Math Standards!

Earthworm detection!

LA Standards!

DNR Invaders of the
Forest - A Can of
Worms!

A4.1, A4.4, B4.1, C4.1,
C4.2, C4.3, E4.1, F4.1!
Math Standards
4.MD.A.1!
Science Standards!
A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A4.4
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!
plot.!

B4.1 B4.6 B4.4 B4.8
B4.12!

!

!

!

!

!

!

6-8th
Grade!

ELA!

4, 5!

Observing Nature!

FIELD Journaling Single Spots!

CC WHST.6-8.4!

6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

Classification of living
organisms!

1) LEAF 7-8 Field
Enhancement 1: Tree
Identification using
dichotomous key!

NGSS MS-LS2-a.!

!
6!

WI EE A.8.3!

2) Identifying wildlife
using trail cameras!
3) EPS 1-6:Old Log’s
New Life!
6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

1, 4, 5!

Biodiversity in the forest!

L.A.!
Math!

1) EPS 1-4: Tree of
Life: Classifying
Woodland Organisms!
2) LEAF Field
Enhancement 3:
Forest Diversity!

WI EE B.8.3!
NGSS MS-LS1-g!
NGSS MS-LS2-i.!

3) Earthworm survey
Great Lakes Worm
Watch!
6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

3!

Economy of a Forest!

Math !

1) Parts of a Tree !

WI EE B.8.10!

2) Value of a Tree
iTree!

WI EE B.8.15!
WI EE D.8.6!

3) Timber survey!
6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

5!

History of a Forest!

History!

1) Mining - Forest
History!
2) Cottonwood History !

CC WHST.6-8.7!
CC L.6.3!
CC L.6.5!

3) History of a Tree
(Tree Cookie)!
6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

5!

Observing Nature!

1) Setting up field
camera!

WI EE A.8.2!
WI EE A.8.3!

2) Using binoculars!
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!
3) Wildlife tracking!

WI EE A.8.4!

!
6th-8th
Grade!

Science!

4, 5!

Restoration!

Math!

1) What is an
Invasive?!
2) Planting Trees!
3) EPS 7-3: Woodland
Flowers!

WI EE B.8.3!
WI EE B.8.5!
WI EE B.8.8!
WI EE C.8.1!

4) EPS 7-6: Trail
Management!
6th-8th!

Science!

3, 4, 5!

Persuasive Investigations!

L.A.!

1) Natural Resource
Management - Mining!
2) Forest Management
Strategies!
3) Deer Debate Wildlife Management!

WI EE A.8.6!
CCSS.ELA-SL6.3-6.6!
CC RI.7.8!
CC SL.7.1!
NGSS MS-LS2-b.!
NGSS MS-LS2.c.!
NGSS MS-LS2-g!

6th-8th!

6th-8th!

Science!

L.A.!

1, 2, 6!

5!

Habitat !

Phenology!

Science!

1) Birds!

NGSS MS-LS1-e.!

2) Small Mammals!

NGSS MS-LS1-f.!

3) Invertebrates!

WI EE B.8.3!

1) Leopold!

WI EE A.8.4!

2) EPS 7-1: Woodland
Year!

WI EE B.8.3!
WI EE B.8.8!

3) Observe a tree
across seasons!

CC W.7.10!

!

!

!

!

!

!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

1, 5!

Students quadrat sample to
compare a healthy area with
an area overgrown with
invasive species.!

Quadrat SamplingInvasive Species Study!

A.12.4, A.12.5, B.12.7,
NR1.b.12.h!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

5!

Use dichotomous keys & ID
books to identify tree species!

Tree identification!

NR1.b.11.h!
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!
9-12th
Grade!

Science!

3, 5!

Use forestry equipment to
calculate board feet. !

Board feet calculations!

B.12.10!

9-12th!

Science!

3, 5!

Identify vegetation in the
school forest using keys!

Understory
identification!

NR1.b.12.h!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

2, 3, 5!

Identify invasive species and
other areas of concern and
recommend changes for
improvement.!

Timber stand
improvement!

D.12.5, E.12.1, NR2.a.7.h!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

1, 2, 5!

Analyze soil for particular
nutrients, texture, and organic
matter. !

Soil Analysis!

A.12.4, A.12.5,
NR1.b.15.h!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

1, 5!

Survey plant density and
amount of light in areas to
determine wildlife populations.!

Wildlife Survey!

NR1.b.13.h!

9-12th !

Science!

3, 4, 5!

Use forestry equipment safely
to use in forestry management.!

Chainsaw safety!

NR2.a.7.h!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

5!

Students will learn about the
biodiversity in a forest by
studying arthropod
populations in leaf litter.!

Biodiversity in Leaf
Litter!

A.12.4, B.12.4, B.12.7!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

5!

Survey for air particulate
matter in the air.!

Air particulate lab!

B.12.17, B.12.19!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

1, 5!

Examine lichen populations to
analyze quality of air.!

Lichen Study!

B.12.4, B.12.17, B.12.19!

9-12th
Grade!

Science!

1, 5!

Observe and measure growth
of germinating tree seeds.!

Seed Germination!

A.12.4, PS3.a.10.h!

Grade!

Grade!

*Lessons plans can be found in Appendix B: Highland Forest Curriculum!
!
!

!
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Resources!
People:!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

School Forest Committee!
FIELD Biologists, Kim Wahl & Tamara Johnson!
DNR Forester, Jason Sable!
Steve Stoddard and Stacy Dahir, Community members & volunteers!
DNR Wildlife Biologist, Travis Anderson, & Nancy Frost (Parent)!
UW-Platteville Soils Team!
UW-Extension agents!
Gretchen Marshall, Wisconsin School Forest Education Specialist!
Blackhawk Lake Staff, Tom Michek!
Bryce McCauley, Boy Scout Troop Leader!
Mike Dreischmeier, School Board President and NRCS Agricultural Engineer!
J&M Lumber!
Whole Trees, Brian Dolstrom!
Denise Thorton and Doug, Whole Tree homeowners in Ridgeway WI!
Audubon Society of Madison, Brianna Duran and Gary Funk!
Highland Historical Society, Don McGuire!

!

Educational Materials:!
Elementary Science Closet!

Science & Charter Room!

Library!

Bug nets!

GPS - 3 qty!
Set of Compasses- 20 qty!

Mushrooms of North America, Lone
Pine!

Thermometers- 30!

Verniers!

Newcomb’s Wildflower Guide!

Binoculars - 5 qty!

Soil temperature probes!

How to Know the Fall Flowers!

Spotting scope!

D.O., pH & N kits!

How to Know the Plant Families!

Tripod!

Rain gauge!

Winter Tree Finder!

Magnifying glasses!

Sherman small mammal live trap!

Track Finder!

Kids chemistry kit!

Digital cameras !

Birds of Eastern and Central North
America!

Bug zoo - 2 qty!

Trail cameras - 4 qty!

My Healthy Stream!

Ant farm - 2 qty!

A Sand County Almanac Aldo
Leopold!

Reptiles and Amphibians!
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Frog tank!

Great Lakes Wormwatch Guide to
Earthworms in the Great Lakes!

How to Know the Protozoa!

Plastic tweezers - 13!

Meter wheels - 2 qty!

Freshwater Invertebrates!

Wildflower/leaf press!

100 foot tapes!

How to Know the Freshwater Fish!

Plastic test tubes, various sizes!

Tracking cards!

Guide to the Grasshoppers of
Wisconsin!

Plastic grad. measuring cups various sizes!

Tree identification by leaves - kit!

Eastern Forests, Peterson Guide!

Winter science books!

iPads !

My First Pocket Guide Great
Mammals!

Tree cookies - various sizes!

Walkie talkies!

Animal Tracks of Minnesota and
Wisconsin!

Litmus paper!

Clipboards!

What Tree is That?!

Balance scale!

Forest Shed!

Trees of North America!

Kids gardening tools (rakes, hoe,
shovels, gardening gloves, trowels,
watering cans) !

Leather gloves!

Reptiles and Amphibians!

iPads!

Rakes!

EPS Woodland Curricular Set,
LEAF Curriculum, Project WILD!

High School Shop or School
Building Shed!

Digging shovels!

Weather!

Snowshoes!

Sharp shooter shovels!

Insects!

Wheelbarrows!

Wheelbarrows - 2 qty.!

Butterflies and Moths!

Rakes!

First aid kit (get from Nurse
Sharon)!

How to Know Weeds!

Digging shovels!

Pin flags!

How to Know the Insects!

Biltmore stick - 1 qty!

Rubber mallets!

How to Know the Mosses and
Liverworts!

Waders (adult sizes) and hip boots
(youth sizes)!

Wooden stakes!

How to Know the Trees!
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pruners, snips, hand saws!

Hardware cloth!

Wildflowers of the Tallgrass Prairie!

!

Local Forests: Classes may visit other forests in the region and state to observe different forest
community types and compare and contrast them to the Highland School Forest. Examples of
locations include:!
●
●
●
●

Local archery range!
Big Springs!
Blackhawk lake!
Governor Dodge State Park!

!

On-site Facilities: Currently the forest has a few nice facilities that make it easy to use for
environmental education. A storage shed for equipment is conveniently located at the entrance
to the forest. Trails allow for people to easily move throughout sections of the forest.
Convertible benches are located throughout the forest both in group and individual
configurations for various styles of learning. A fire pit accompanies the group learning pod. A
welcome sign and plant labels will be designed and installed by students in the 2014-2016 school
years.!
Materials Needed:!
Safety Equipment:!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

First aid kit!
Gloves!
Safety glasses !
Respirators!
Hard hats!
Wanted poster - plants to avoid or remove!
Flip cards for the invasive species/plants to avoid!

!

Natural Resources Equipment:!
●
●
●
●
●
●

Log scaling sticks!
Biodiversity sampling equipment (Berlese funnels, etc.)!
Soil core sampler (various sizes)!
Increment borer!
10-factor Prism!
Dibble bars (can be borrowed from DNR)!
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!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Clinometers!
Biltmore sticks!
Soil test kits/equipment (pH, N, P, K, etc.)!
Batteries for trail cameras!
DBH tapes!
Soil sifters!
Live traps!
Rangefinder/Hypsometer!

!

Educational Equipment:!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Peterson/other identification guides/reference books!
Lesson plan/curriculum resources (books/videos)!
Whiteboard, tripod (for outdoor use/display)!
School forest brochure/brochure holder/signs!
Soil models/sample set of soil types!
Plant/forest models!
Animal props (furs, bones, mounts, etc.)!
Animal track molds!

!

Restoration Equipment:!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Weed wrench!
Pole saw!
Weed vinegar or herbicide!
Lumbering tools!
Swing blades!
Back-pack sprayer!
Hand-held sprayer!
Tree and understory/ground cover plants!

!

On-site Facilities Needed:!
●
●
●
●
●

Extend and improve trails to access new parts of the forest & improve wheelchair access!
Lean-to to store dry firewood!
Picnic tables!
Leopold benches!
Outdoor shelter
!

!
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Funding for the following consultants is needed:!
Ecological restoration specialists (Vegetation Solutions/other) for invasive species
management!
Ben Robel of Vegetation Solutions !
Webpage: http://www.vegetation-solutions.com/ !
Phone: 715-347-7196!
FIELD Corps Educator for 2 school days a week and 12 planning days during the
summer to teach Outdoor Science and Field Biology to grades 4K-12.!
Wisconsin Green Schools Network!
Webpage: http://www.wisconsingreenschoolsnetwork.org/!
Phone: (608) 616-9246!
Certified & Licensed Pesticide Applicator, if chemical control of invasive species is
necessary - A PAC Certified WGSN FIELD Biologist may be able to do chemical control
of invasive species.!
Natural resources professionals to lead professional development opportunities for
Highland teaching staff on content-area topics such as tree id, wildflower id, insects,
wildlife tracking, geology, and more.!
Potential Funding Sources:!
●
●
●
●

Wisconsin Environmental Education Board School Forest Grant (up to $20,000)!
Besadny Teacher’s Outdoor Environmental Education Fund (up to $1,000)!
PLT Greenworks Grant (up to $2,000)!
Wild Ones ($100-500)!

!
!

!
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Assessment!
The Highland Community School Forest Program will be reviewed annually through the
following methods:!
1. Student and teacher evaluations of the FIELD Corps program will be used to gauge
satisfaction with the environmental education programming provided by the Wisconsin
Green Schools Network.
2. Student entries in FIELD Journals will be used to gauge student comprehension on
FIELD days
3. Test scores are monitored regularly by the district. Studies have shown hands-on, outdoor
activities in a learning environment improve overall student test scores in core subject
areas.
4. Attendance records on FIELD days and during other outdoor learning opportunities. We
suspect that students attend school more often on days when outdoor learning activities
are occurring.
5. Total number of grades utilizing the school forest. We would like each grade 4K-8 to be
visiting the forest for an outdoor learning activity at least once per quarter.
!

Results of these assessments will be shared with the School Forest Committee, the District
Administration, and the School Board. The Highland School Forest Education Plan will be
reviewed and modified, if necessary, based on input from the FIELD biologist, staff, students,
community members, and resource professionals.!
!

Staff Development!
Continuing staff development will be key to successfully implementing the Highland Forest
Education Plan. The following professional development opportunities are available for new and
continuing staff:!
●
●
●

●

●

!

No Teacher Left Inside Institute, Wisconsin Green Schools Network & FIELD Corps!
Weekend Warrior Workshops, Wisconsin Green Schools Network & FIELD Corps!
EPS, LEAF, Flying WILD and Project Wild Trainings - Dependent upon course offerings
statewide!
Experienced teachers and FIELD Biologists will share how they have used the school
forest at in-service trainings!
Local agencies (DNR, UW-Extension, etc.) and non-profits (Madison Audubon Society,
Wisconsin Green Schools Network) will be asked to provide content based trainings
(Tree identification, Wildlife identification, Insects, Wildlife tracking, Geology, Wildlife)!
!
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SUSTAINING THE SCHOOL FOREST PROGRAM!
School forest committee & responsibilities!
The school forest committee will meet on an annual basis or as needed to review school forest
management and the forest education plan. The committee will communicate with the building
and grounds staff, school board and district administration about management plans or changes,
when necessary. Meetings will occur in late winter, as schedules allow, to plan for the upcoming
growing season’s educational and management activities.!
Individual!

Position!

Responsibility!

Josh Tarrell!

Principal!

Liaison between the school forest committee and the district
administration, school board, building & grounds committee,
and governance committee. Main contact to order mulch for
trails.!

FIELD Corps
Educator!

Wisconsin Green
Schools Network FIELD Corps
Educator!

Participate in school forest committee meetings, consult on
land management & forest education. Provide the majority of
forest-based education at Highland.!

Julie Tess!

MS Teacher!

Lead middle school contact for FIELD biology program,
participate in school forest committee meetings, share forest
plans with middle school staff.!

Jamie Link!

MS Teacher!

Advise on science curriculum connections with forest
education, participate in school forest committee meetings,
share forest plans with middle school staff.!

Mary Kay
McCarthy!

HS Teacher!

Lead high school contact for FIELD biology program. Advise
on science curriculum connections with forest education,
participate in school forest committee meetings, share forest
plans with high school staff.!

Fuzz McCauley!

HS Teacher!

Advise on agriculture & forestry curriculum connections with
forest education, participate in school forest committee
meetings, share forest plans with high school staff. Chainsaw
work - will remove unsafe dead standing wood or live invasive
trees.!

Kirsten Rusch!

EL Teacher!

Advise on curriculum connections with forest education,
participate in school forest committee meetings, share forest
plans with elementary staff.!

Diane Kaiser!

EL Teacher!

Advise on curriculum connections with forest education,
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!
participate in school forest committee meetings, share forest
plans with elementary staff.!
Lynn Michek!

EL Teacher!

Lead elementary school contact for FIELD biology program.
Advise on curriculum connections with forest education,
participate in school forest committee meetings, share forest
plans with elementary staff.!

TBD!

EL Student Rep!

Provide student feedback on forest education and management.!

TBD!

MS Student Rep!

Provide student feedback on forest education and management.!

TBD!

HS Student Rep!

Provide student feedback on forest education and management.!

Steve Stoddard
and Sally Dahir !

Community
members,
Ecological
Restoration
Specialists!

Assist with school forest management, serve as local expert
when needed.!

Jason Sable!

DNR Forester!

Advise on school forest management, serve as local expert
when needed.!

Don McGuire!

Highland Historical
Society!

Provide historical context to mining and the school forest site.!

!

Communication plan!
● The forest education plan and management plan has been approved by the school board.
The school board will be notified if changes are to be made.!
● An electronic copy of the forest education plan will be made available to staff.!
● Student written articles about school forest activities will be published in the Highland
School Newsletter.!
● Teachers will have the opportunity to attend training on environmental education
curriculum and be provided with a copy of the school forest education plan.!
● Media will be invited to special events.!
● Emails will be used to notify staff of use at the school forest.!
● The Middle School Facebook page will highlight school forest activities.!
!
!
!
!
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Long-term goals!
1. Increase use and improve accessibility to the forest. Expand and improve trails within the
school forest. Expand trail to the south end of the forest for vehicle and wheelchair
access. Seek funding for and build an outdoor shelter.
!

2. Increase biodiversity in the school forest by planting a variety of native and regionally
appropriate plants. Improve habitat to encourage birds and other wildlife species. Reduce
invasive species through mechanical means first. Chemical means will be considered if
necessary.
!

3. Secure funding for FIELD Corps Educator to teach Highland students (4K-12) field
biology during the school year. This educator will also work with teachers to extend
forestry and other environmental place-based and project-based lessons beyond field
biology time.
!

4. Create and maintain a webpage that will communicate to others about the Highland
School Forest and outdoor education.
!

5. Increase knowledge of the forest to visitors and community members by installing a main
sign and a series of interpretive signs highlighting unique natural features and the history
of the school forest. Have a map and brochure of the school forest available for staff,
students & community members. This will be a student-designed project.
!

6. Provide staff in-services on forestry to include content areas annually or as needed and
create a shared electronic folder so that educators may place their forestry and other
outdoor resources in it to share with other staff members.
!

Implementation plan!
Annual/Ongoing Activities!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Hold School Forest Meetings to review progress of
School Forest Coordinator & !
forestry/outdoor education and the improvement of natural spaces! committee members!
Invasive plant removal; removal of any safety hazards;
improve/add trails and improve outdoor seating area!

Consultants, community members, !
Highland students & teachers; led by !
FIELD Corps Educator!

Choose and plant regionally appropriate plants that will improve
the health of the forest!

Students, staff, FIELD Corps !
Educator!

Content based in-services provided by staff, students, or
local/other professionals!

Highland teaching staff/students, !
local experts or other professionals!
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Secure/seek funding for FIELD Corps Educator pending approval
of program by administration/staff!

FIELD Corps Educator, Highland !
staff!

Once established, update webpage/curriculum shared folder !

Staff/FIELD Corps Educator!

Remove brush waste by the use of fire!

Consultants, community members,
Highland students & teachers!

Year One Activities 2014-2015!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Write Besadny TOEEF Grant Application for Woodland Project!

FIELD Corps Educator!

Complete School Forest Education Plan and share plan !
(school board/administration/staff/community)!

Forest Education Plan Committee
Members, FIELD Corps Educator!

Write Wisconsin School Forest Environmental Education Grant
Application by February deadline!

FIELD Corps Educator!

Seek funding for equipment to establish a school forest kit!

FIELD Corps Educator &/or Forest
Committee Member!

Establish school forest committee and nominate school forest
coordinator; meet in the spring!

Forest Education Committee!

Establish a spring student woodland project (include 5th-8th grades
and high school class)!

FIELD Corps Educator and teachers
of corresponding grades!

Investigate the biodiversity of the school forest!

Students with the help of staff and
FIELD Corps Educator!

Design signage with the help of a local design professional!

Students; Staff and FIELD Corps
Educator act as facilitators!

Year Two Activities 2015-2016!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Look into utilizing goats/contact ecological restoration
organization!

Forest Committee Member!

Finish signage; order and place signage!

Highland students w/ help of staff
and FIELD Corps Educator!

Purchase forestry equipment!

FIELD Corps Educator/Jamie
Link/staff member!
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School Forest Survey given to staff!

FIELD Corps Educator/School
Forest Committee Member or
Coordinator!

Year Three Activities 2016-2017!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Create school forest/outdoor education webpage and/or a shared
curriculum resource folder to share forestry/outdoor education
lessons!

Staff/FIELD Corps Educator!

Survey given to staff regarding in-service/school forest!

FIELD Corps Educator/School
Forest Committee Member or
Coordinator!

Seek funding to purchase educational materials/additional forestry
equipment!
!

Staff/FIELD Corps Educator!

Year Five Activities!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Forest Management; assess the health of the forest and make
necessary improvements!

School Forest Committee, students!

Purchase educational materials/forestry equipment!

Staff/FIELD Corps Educator!

Gather information on outdoor shelters; seek advice from
expert(s); draft possible shelter plans!

Staff/FIELD Corps Educator,
students!

Year Ten/Long-term Activities!
Goals!

Responsibility!

Create a plan for outdoor shelter; seek funding; build shelter!

Students will design the plan with
the help of staff/experts/FIELD
Corps Educator!

Create interpretive trail; provide map and brochure to visitors of
school forest!

Students with staff/FIELD Corps
Educator as facilitators!

Provide in-services by staff, students, or local/other professionals
to increase knowledge in teaching math, English, science, etc. in
school forest!

Highland teaching staff/students,
local experts, or LEAF
educators/other professionals!

!
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District Commitment!
On January 14, 2015, the Highland Community School Board approved the Highland Community School
Forest Education Plan.!
!
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